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ABSTRACT 

The partsongs of Mexican composer Bias Galindo Dimas 

(1910-1993) contain elements of pre-cortesian Mexican music 

and Mexican mestizo folk music. Galindo's musical 

background and the nationalistic currents of thought that 

were present in Mexico during his youth and education 

influenced his compositional style. 

Because Galindo utilizes specific Mexican folk and 

indigenous traits, the information available to Galindo 

regarding pre-cortesian indigenous music is investigated. 

In addition, the Mexican folk form son is described. The 

alternation of meter in six and meter in three, known as 

sesguialtera, is a defining characteristic of the son, 

subsequently used by Galindo in the partsongs. 

The inclusion of Mexican folk and indigenous style 

traits in Galindo's partsongs has implications for the 

choral conductor. Nationalistic traits in Galindo's works 

should be emphasized using proper Mexican folkloric 

performance practice. Descriptions of selected partsongs 

seek to identify nationalistic traits eind give the 

conductor rehearsal and performance suggestions for dealing 

appropriately with those traits. 



Descriptions of selected partsongs seek to identify 

nationalistic traits and the relationship of rhythm and meter 

to the text. The conductor is given rehearsal and 

performance suggestions for dealing appropriately with those 

traits. 
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I. Introduction 

Bias Galindo Dimas (1910-1993) is primarily known as 

an orchestral composer. His best-knovm work is Sones de 

Mariachi, for orchestra and Mariachi group. In addition, 

he wrote for piano, solo voice, percussion ensemble, as 

well as a variety of solo instruments. Galindo was also a 

prolific composer of choral works. He wrote 49 choral 

works, 35 of which are for unaccompanied choir; the 

remaining are mostly patriotic cantatas. Six a cappella 

part songs are published of the 27 that are extant; 2 of the 

cantatas are available for rental from Galindo's 

publisherBecause the partsongs are more easily obtained 

and are largely accessible musically, they are more likely 

to be performed and a greater need for their study is 

warranted. These works, like most of Galindo's output, are 

influenced by Mexican folk music. A knowledge of Mexican 

folk genres and performance practice is required of the 

choral conductor to fully grasp the subtleties of Galindo's 

choral music. 

Galindo's partsongs are worthy of study and 

performance. Fine craftsmanship is apparent in even the 

simplest of the songs. Galindo's approach to composition 

is reminiscent of one of his teachers, Aaron Copland. Like 

^At the printing of this document, Galindo's only choral 
publisher is Ediciones Mexicanas de Musica, A.C., Avenida JuSrez 18-
206, Colonia Centro, 06050 Mexico, D.£., Mexico. 
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Copland, Galindo borrows from folk music, in this instance, 

that of Mexico. Galindo skillfully incorporates his own 

ideas and the ideas of his century to such an extent that 

his works are understood and recognized not as purely 

nationalistic music, but in the broader Western art music 

tradtion as well. 
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II. Musical Influences 

Bias Galindo Dims was bom on February 3, 1910 in San 

Gabriel^ in the state of Jalisco, Mexico. His parents were 

Luis Galindo Nieves and Adriana Dimas Casillas. Both 

parents were partially of indigenous ancestry and partially 

of European ancestry, contrary to early biographies which 

tended to romanticize Galindo as a pure blooded Huichol 

Indian.3 Luis Galindo owned and managed a wine factory, 

teaching his son all aspects of the business, supposedly 

for the purpose of handing it down to him at a later date. 

Growing up in the state of Jalisco, Galindo was 

surrounded by music. Galindo stated that he considered all 

of his neighbors musicians. Nearly everyone in San Gabriel 

played an instrument. Radio and television did not exist 

in Galindo's village. Consequently, for entertainment, 

people would gather to sing folk music, often making up new 

songs. It was not unusual for the young Galindo to walk 

down the street and hear a neighbor call out to him, "Hey 

Bias, go and get your guitar and come over!" Yet, although 

2 San Gabriel was known for a few years as Ciudad Venustiano 
Carranza, but has since returned to its original name. 

^ Robert M. Stevenson in his book. History of Music in Mexico. 
1952, states erroneously that Galindo was a full blooded Huichol, on 
the authority of early publicity materials and an article by Carlos 
Chavez, which tended to romanticize Galindo in order to enhance his 
musical reputation. 
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music and musicians were common in San Gabriel, there were 

no schools devoted to the study of music. Galindo stated 

that he never considered that a school specializing in 

music might exist.* 

Galindo's first music teacher was Antonio Velasco, 

chorus master at the local church. Galindo joined the 

newly formed choir at age seven. In addition to singing 

methods, Velasco taught his students rudimentary solfeggio 

and rhythm. Recognizing Galindo's interest in music, 

Velasco borrowed the priest's piano and taught Galindo 

beginning piano in addition to the rudiments of music. 

Galindo was a youth during the 1910 Revolution. It is 

believed he may have joined the guerrilla army to fight for 

the rebellion. In 1926, there was an uprising called the 

Cristiada in the state of Jalisco and surrounding regions. 

Because of the date and location of this conflict, it is 

possible that the Crist iada was the part of the Revolution 

in which Galindo fought.s Galindo always refused to talk 

or write about his participation in the army because he 

felt that it had no effect on his musical life. As a 

result, only conjectures exist about the details of this 

portion of his life. Because in interviews he did not ever 

"^Xochiquetzal Ruiz Ortiz, Bias Galindo; Bioarafia. Antoloaia 
de Textoa v Cataiooo (Mexico, D.F.; CENIDIM, 1994): 19. 

5 Ibid. 18. 
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deny his involvement, it is probable that he did 

participate in the rebellion in some way. 

Galindo continued his formal education in 1928. Upon 

its completion, he assumed the post of school chorus 

director and soloist/director of music at the local church. 

In an interview with Richard Conant, Galindo stated that he 

did not read musical notation at the time of his employment 

at the church, therefore, he improvised music for the mass 

texts.® Galindo also improvised choral compositions and 

then taught them to the choirs of the church. Galindo 

credits the lack of notational skill in his early musical 

education as a factor that shaped the development of his 

creativity in composition. Because he could not read 

musical notation, he was forced to create music, relying on 

his own ideas instead of those of other composers.'^ 

During his tenure at the church, Galindo also started 

a wind band, even though he had no formal instruction in 

the playing of the instruments. He learned each instnunent 

of the band by taking it home, figuring out the fingering 

patterns, and checking the pitches against the piano. 

Utilizing his discoveries, he, in turn, taught the members 

° Richard Paul Conant, The Vocal Music of Bias Galindo: A 
Study of the Choral and Vocal Works of a Twentieth-Centurv Mexican 
Composer (Austin,TX: Univ. of Texas-Austin, 1977); 88. 

^ Ibid. 
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of the band how to play the instrximents. This certainly 

highlights the composer's musical initiative and points to 

an early idiomatic understanding of the mediums for which 

he composed. 

These early experiences with music affected Galindo's 

method of composition. Unlike many composers, Galindo 

never considered himself a pianist and confessed that he 

could not play the music that he composed. He heard the 

music internally and wrote for the instrument he had in 

mind. 
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III. Formal Musical Training 

In 1931, Galindo decided to move to Mexico City to 

study law. However, through a contact at the Conservatory, 

he gained a late admission into music classes and abandoned 

his law studies. In interviews conducted by Dr. Richard 

Conant, Galindo relates the events that led to his 

association with the Conservatory: 

I reached the point at which there wasn't 
anything else for me to do in my town. One day 
I came to study in Mexico City. At that time, I 
was not thinking of studying music, because in 
my town music wasn't a profession, but an 
entertainment. It was even a little bit 
unbecoming, because people thought that 
musicians were always drunk. So, I came to 
Mexico City with the hope of studying law. But 
when I arrived here, I brought a letter from a 
man to his brother who was living in the city. 
When I went to deliver it, he asked me : "Do 
you want to visit the Conservatory? I play 
there in the symphony orchestra." I said: 
"Yes, of course, let's go."...Then he said; "Do 
you want to attend the rehearsal? But you have 
to hide behind the percussion where the teacher 
cannot see you, because they don't let anyone 
attend the rehearsals."® 

The rehearsal, which was conducted by Carlos Chlvez 

(1899-1978) and Silvestre Revueltas (1899-1940), left a 

lasting impression on the young Galindo, who then sought 

admission to the National Conservatory. Galindo convinced 

ChSvez, the director of the Conservatory, to allow him late 

® Richard Paul Conant, "The Vocal Music of Bias Galindo: A 
Study of the Choral and Vocal Works of a Twentieth-Century Mexican 
Composer" Diss. Univ. of Texas-Austin, 1977; 89. 
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entrance to study. He began his formal musical training in 

May of 1931. He began the prescribed course of study and 

played percussion in the Conservatory orchestra. 

In 1932, Galindo began composition classes with 

ChSvez, who was in the process of restructuring the 

composition curriculum. Chavez had gained the directorship 

of the National Conservatory of Mexico in 1928 and quickly 

decided to change the method used to teach composition 

which, up to that time, was solely based upon the European 

schools. According to Galindo, in an article entitled 

Compositores de mi Generaci<5n. earlier instructors at the 

Conservatory were driving young composers out of the school 

with rigid academic compositional rules: 

The classes of composition at the Conservatory 
were at that time, the duty of professors Rol6n, 
Tello, Barrios and Morales; and later of Juan 
Lezdn Mariscal. The enrollment was numerous, 
but unfortunately, none of the students finished 
their degrees. Little by little, the classes 
became deserted. The reason for such desertion 
was due, without question, to the poor methods 
of teaching...The poor teaching accentuated 
academic dogmatism making it impossible for the 
student to think freely from the start and 
therefore impeded the development of their 
creative facuities.^ 

ChSvez's new method was intended to develop the 

students' artistic and creative freedom. In the Clase de 

^Xochiquetzal Ruiz Ortiz, Bias Galindo; Biografla. Antoloaia 
de Textog v Cataloao (Mexico, D.F.: CENIDIM, 1994): 43. 
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creaci6n musical (class of musical creation), the student 

began with free experimentation with single-line melodies, 

and as skill progressed, the addition of polyphony and 

vertical sonorities was allowed. Each melody composed by 

the students was intended for a specific instrument or 

voice, thereby including the idiomatic use of timbres in 

the instruction of composition. 

During the class of musical creation, Chavez's 

students studied music of world cultures, Mexican 

indigenous and folk music, as well as traditional Western 

style periods. Certainly, this more multicultural approach 

must have had an effect on the class' aesthetic view of the 

world and of their place in it as new composers. Moreover, 

it indicates the presence in Mexico of the same 

nationalistic currents in compositional style that were 

present in nearly every country in the first half of this 

century. 

When Chlvez resigned the directorship of the 

Conservatory in 1934, the Musical Creation class was 

discontinued. Galindo left the school for a teaching post 

at the Escuela Normal Rural del Mexe, a normal school in 

the state of Hidalgo, but returned to the National 

Conservatory after a year to continue his composition 

10 Susan Godoy, "Mexicein Music from 1920-1953." Diss. Radcliff 
College, 1960: 69. 
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studies at the National Conservatory with Jos6 Rol6n (1876-

1945). One of Galindo's classmates, Salvador Contreras 

(1912-1982), suggested to some of his colleagues, all 

former students of Chavez, that they organize a concert of 

their works written since their mentor left the 

Conservatory. The concert took place on November 25, 1935. 

A newspaper reviewer of the concert called them El Grupo de 

los_Cuatro.ii The composers embraced the title and used 

the name in subsequent publicity materials. 

For the next three years, Galindo, Daniel Ayala (1908-

1975), Jos6 Pablo Moncayo (1912-1958), and Salvador 

Contreras met weekly to exchange ideas and techniques, 

sometimes with the help of Chavez, and often with the help 

of another Conservatory composer and professor, Candelario 

Huizar (1883-1970). The group served as an inspiration for 

each composer, as well as a vehicle to publicize the works 

of these young, unknown musicians. Certainly, the fame of 

each composer spread more rapidly because of El Grupo de 

los Cuatro than if they had publicized themselves 

individually. 

The continuing contact with Chavez and Huizar aided El 

Grupo de los Cuatro develop as composers. Huizar would 

^^Xochiquetzal Ruiz Ortiz, Bias Galindo; Bioorafia. Antoloaia 
de Textos v Cataiooo (Mexico, D.F.: CENIDIM, 1994); 44. 
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review their writings each week and give suggestions. 

Galindo credits Hulzar with clcirifying the group's sense of 

form and structure. 12 chfivez continued to inspire the 

group, but his involvement was less regular. Within the 

group itself, the members would discuss each other's work 

and offer helpful, critical suggestions. 

In the summers of 1941 and 1942, Bias Galindo received 

scholarships to attend the Berkshire Music Festival in 

Massachusetts, where he studied with Aaron Copland. He 

also had contact with the Festival's director. Serge 

Koussevitsky and composer, Paul Hindemith. The 

cosmopolitan atmosphere of the Berkshire Festival, and the 

advice of Aaron Copland, had a notable influence on 

Galindo's development as a composer. Copland helped 

Galindo improve his orchestration skills.After his 

exposure to Copland, Galindo's music continued to show 

strong elements of Mexican nationalism, however, with a 

greater sense of traditional Western art music. This 

combination of styles gave his music a greater appeal to 

world audiences. Galindo's compositions took on a more 

universal and progressive sound, whereas previously, his 

^^ixochiquetzal Ruiz Ortiz, Bias Galindo; Bioorafla. Antoloaia 
de Text.o3 v Cataiooo (Mexico, D.F.: CENIDIM, 1994); 45. 

Antonio Navarro, Hacer Musica; Bias Galindo, compositor. 
(Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico: Universidad de Guadalajara, 1994): 10. 
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music was almost entirely nationalistic in content and 

style. 

Galindo's a cappella partsongs reflect these more 

universal ideals rather strongly, most specifically in the 

songs Me austas cuando callas. (also known as Poema de 

Neruda), Para mi coraz6n basta tu pecho. and Corazdn 

disperse. This more comprehensive sound is achieved 

through an increased complexity of harmonic structures, 

non-functional harmonies, the use of polyphony, and varied 

formal constructions. Galindo's universal approach brought 

his music into the international musical community, and 

eventually led him to be regarded as one of the most 

important composers of his century in Mexico. 

The following years brought a rapid succession of 

professional appointments for Galindo. In 1942, the 

National Conservatory appointed him Special Professor for 

Professional Music Instruction. In 1943, he gained the 

post of Professor of Musical Instruction for the post

primary level. In 1944, after passing a stringent 

examination, he was named Maestro en Composici6n (master of 

composition). This is the highest certification granted by 

the National Conservatory of Mexico. Also in 1944, he was 

named Chief of the Technical Section of the Department of 

Music, Fine Arts. In 1947, Galindo became the Director of 
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the National Conservatory of Music, an appointment made by 

Carlos ChSvez. He held this post until 1961. 

In 1960, Galindo received a fellowship from the 

Mexican government that allowed him to devote his time 

exclusively to composing. He subsequently retired from his 

public offices, and continued to compose until the end of 

his life. 

Throughout his life, Galindo was awarded prizes and 

titles of honor; however, by the time he reached 70 years 

of age, the recognition of his talent and contributions to 

the musical world was extensive. Many concerts were staged 

in tribute to Galindo throughout Mexico, he was inducted 

into honorary societies, and he was awarded prizes in 

recognition of his achievements. 

On April 19, 1993, Bias Galindo Dimas passed away in 

Mexico City, leaving two unfinished works, Preludio no.7 

for piano and orchestra and Concertito for harpsichord and 

string orchestra. 
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IV. Influences on Twentieth Century Mexican Music 

The first half of the twentieth century in Mexican 

music was a period of nationalism. The strength of this 

movement was aided by the 1910 Revolution, which championed 

the indigenous and mixed ancestry population over that of 

the more aristocratic population of purely European 

ancestry. Prior to the Revolution, Mexican composers 

imitated the European style. 

In the nineteenth century, the influence of Italian 

opera was also felt in Mexico City. Mexican composers 

wrote opera based upon Italian libretti and in the Italian 

style, . The subject matter was rarely drawn from local 

situations or sites. Opera was tremendously popular and 

consequently influenced other musical genres. 

The influence of Italian opera and the bel canto style 

of singing is significant to the conductor of modern day 

Mexican choral works. The bel canto style became the 

standard singing style throughout most of Mexico, 

influencing performance practice of all vocal genres. The 

predilection for the trained singing voice persists today 

in both classical and popular vocal music in Mexico. 

Therefore, when considering the most appropriate choral 

tone for Mexican choral works, specifically Galindo's, the 
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conductor may choose to lean toward a fuller timbre and a 

slightly more soloistic approach. 

By the twentieth century, great en^hasis was placed 

upon incorporating the sound and style of the Pre-Columbian 

indigenous and the popular mestizo music into the art music 

produced throughout Mexico. At the beginning of the 

nationalistic movement, composers used actual melodies from 

indigenous and mestizo songs, but this practice was soon 

replaced by original works composed using the style of 

national folk music. The use of folk traits became more 

subtle as the movement progressed. The Mexican nationalist 

movement reached its height during the 1940's. Since that 

time, composers have tended to incorporate nationalistic 

musical traits more subltley into their works. 
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V. Pre-cortesian Musical Traits 

It is important to note that the authentic traits of 

the indigenous music of Mexico cannot be entirely known. 

The conquistadors were by no means anthropologists or 

musicologists; consequently their descriptions of the music 

and dance they observed are incomplete and usually based on 

opinion rather than on fact. 

What is known, however, is the fact that the 

conquistadors, and later the Roman Catholic missionaries, 

set out to convert the native people to the religion and, 

subsequently, to the culture of Spain. Intending complete 

domination, an attempt was made to replace all vestiges of 

the native culture and religion with that of the European 

conquerors. Music was known to be a powerful tool of 

influence in the 15th and 16th centuries. Therefore 

European music was used as a vehicle to impart Christianity 

to the indigenous people throughout modern day Latin 

America. This musical vehicle was especially effective 

since, as will be described later, music was a central 

element to Aztec religious life. 

The native music was repressed. Native dances, 

rituals, and songs were forbidden in their original form. 

Many of the missionaries, however, set new Christian texts 

to the indigenous tunes. Naturally, there was a blending 
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of European style with indigenous music. The resultant 

mestizo (mixed) music contains elements of both styles and 

cultures. 

Another source of information about pre-cortesian 

music is found in the small amount of native music that 

survived the conquest. However, this source cannot be 

regarded as entirely pure. The modern day indigenous 

music, even in the most remote regions of Mexico, may have 

been influenced by the Europeans, who were meticulous in 

their efforts to convert the entire region to Christianity. 

Moreover, with the passage of time, musical style evolves 

and changes in every culture; therefore, purely indigenous, 

contemporary native music could hardly be the same as the 

music of their ancestors four hundred years ago. 

The investigation of pre-cortesian music is an ongoing 

pursuit for ethnomusicologists. Its finer details are 

beyond the scope of this study. It may be more to the 

point to describe what was known about the mestizo and 

indigenous music during Galindo's lifetime. Certainly as 

more information comes to light, the conductor might apply 

this knowledge to Galindo's compositions to lend a new 

interpretation to his works. Since Galindo was a Mexican 

patriot, this idea might not be contrary to the composer's 

intent. However, it is more important to understand the 
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information available to Galindo, himself, in order to 

appropriately interpret his part songs. 

The greatest amount of detailed information about the 

music of the Aztec people comes from the journals and 

writings of missionaries. In his book. Music in Aztec and 

Inca Territory. Robert M. Stevenson lists a compilation of 

Aztec musical traits gleaned from the writings of the more 

sympathetic missionaries. A list of the traits most 

important to this study follows; 

• Music had no independent life of its own apart from 
religious and cult observances; music as an art (in 
our sense of the word) was a concept alien to Aztec 
mentality. 

• Training of an extremely rigid kind was 
prerequisite to a career in music; since music 
itself was always thought of as a necessary adjunct 
to ritual, absolutely perfect performances, such as 
only the most highly trained singers and players 
could give, were demanded. 

• Imperfectly executed rituals were thought to offend 
rather than to appease the gods, and therefore 
errors in the perforinance of ritual music, such as 
missed drvunbeats, carried the death penalty. 

• Singers and players, because of the important part 
music played in Aztec life, enjoyed considerable 
social prestige. 

• Music was regarded as essentially a means of 
communal rather than of individual expression, and 
therefore concerted rather than solo music was the 
norm. 

• The Aztecs possessed no system of music notation. 

• Musicians not only learned the old songs, but 
composed new ones. Creative ability was prized, 
especially in the households of those powerful 
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caciques [chiefs] who were eible to employ singers 
to compose ballads telling of their military 
successes. 

• Their [instrumental]music lacked string tone and 
was predominantly percussive. 

• No part singing was observed until the Europeans 
introduced it. 

• Mexican musicologist, Vincent T. Mendoza notes that 
indigenous melodies are usually descending lines. 

In 1902, Carl Lumholtz (1851-1922) published a book of 

transcriptions titled Unknown Mexico. His transcriptions 

of Huichol and Tarahumara Indian melodies were made from 

his own field research. He recorded, then transcribed, 

actual ceremonies, rather than asking individuals to sing 

out of the normal performance atmosphere of their music, 

thereby gaining a more authentic impression of the music. 

His transcriptions show: 1) constantly shifting meters with 

free rhythm especially in the Huichol songs, 2) strong 

rhythmic elements, 3) religious ritual texts, 4) frequent 

triadic melodies, 5) pentatonic scales with a range of 

an octave or a tenth, and 6) repeated short melodies. In 

his book, Lumholtz defends the repetition, which may be 

viewed as tedious to the Western ear. He explains that in 

the tribal view, repetition of a melody magnifies the 

effect of a ritual. 

Robert M. Stevenson, Music in Aztec & Inca Territory (Los 
Angeles: University of California Press , 1976): 88-89. 

15 Ibid. 129. 
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Between 1942 and 1946, Henrietta Yurchenco made 

recordings of Cora and Huichol songs from isolated regions 

of Mexico. Note that the Huichol tribe was centered in 

Galindo's home state of Jalisco. These recordings were 

made as a joint project for the Library of Congress in the 

United States, and the Institute Indigenista Interamericano 

and Departamento de Bellas Artes in Mexico. From this 

collection one discerns several traits of indigenous music 

similar to those found by Lumholtz, although for reasons 

stated earlier, there is no guarantee of authenticity. 

The majority of songs in the collection are based upon 

a single, short melodic motive that is repeated throughout 

the work, usually with percussion and sometimes flute 

accompaniment. The repetitions contain slight variations 

that may or may not be intentional. 
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VI. The Mexican Mestizo Song Form: The Son 

The son is one of the most common song forms of 

Mexican folk music. It is strophic and is often found in 

the following form; Introduction | |: ABC : | | coda. The 

A-section is a verse, the B-section is a refrain that can 

be sung or played, and the C-section is an instrvimental 

interlude. 

Meter is the defining characteristic of the son. It 

always appears in either simple triple or compound duple 

meters. According to ethnomusicologist Julio Estrada, the 

son is a descendant of Spain's flamenco music, which 

includes the articulation of twelve eighth notes per 

measure. Estrada's conjecture is that the constant 

subdivision in flamenco gave rise to the son's frequent use 

of the metrical convention, the sesauialtera. or six that 

alters.^® This term denotes the alteration between triple 

meter and compound duple or more simply, alternating duple 

and triple groupings of the subdivision. 

Geijerstam contends that, in the state of MichoacSn, 

the son was derived from the Spanish zorzico which is 

constructed of an alternation of 2/8 and 3/8 meter, which 

Julio Estrada, Latin American Music Review. "Raices y 
Tradici6n en la Musica Nueva de Mexico y de America Latina" (Austin, 
TX: University of Texas-Austin Press, 1982): 188. 
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the ear perceives as 5/8 meter. The name zorzico is often 

applied to the son in MichoacSn regardless of meter. 

In the son, the alteration is not necessarily 

constant. Sesauialtera is sometimes used as ornamentation 

to highlight a particular section of the text or melody, or 

to create variety in the rhythmical structure of a son. In 

other sones, the alternation is a constant overall rhythmic 

and metrical pattern. The sesauialtera is seldom present 

in the introduction and coda. There are also songs 

designated as sones that do not contain sesauialtera. This 

seeming incongruity arises from the fact that sones are 

part of an aural tradition. 

Sones differ by region into subsets of the song form, 

and these often have separate names. The huaoanao is the 

name used in the eastern region, that of Veracruz. The son 

iarocho is yet another name given the huapanao in the 

central and southern portions of the state of Veracruz. 

Characteristics of the huapanqo are as follows; 1) 

sesauialtera is routinely present in the body of the song, 

2) the instrumentation includes the harp, 3) the violin 

parts are often virtuosic, and 4) the guitar strumming 

pattern is reminiscent of the Spanish flamenco style 

utilizing the fan stroke and stopped qolpeado (hit). 

^^Claes af Geijerstam, Popular Hugjc in Mexico (Albuquerque: 
Univ. of New Mexico Press, 1976): 38. 
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VII. Description of Works and Suggestions 

The following chapter will focus on selected partsongs 

from Galindo's output; La Montana. Dos Corazones. Me 

Qustas cuando callas (or Poema de Neruda). Para mi cora26n 

basta tu pecho. Coraz6n disperse. Ma va ye nican. and Que 

te ha dado esa muier. An attempt will be made to 

demonstrate Galindo's incorporation of Mexican folk 

elements into the musical style of his partsongs. 

Suggestions concerning the treatment of these style 

features will be presented to the conductor, in order to 

encourage a more authentically Mexican outcome in 

performance. 

La Montanaf1945) 

La Montana, for SSAATTBB a cappella choir, was 

completed on 15 December, 1945. It is based on a text by 

Dr. Atl (1875-1964), a contemporary Mexican poet and 

painter whose works were patriotic and exalted the land and 

common people of Mexico. This poet is also known by the 

name Geraldo Murillo, Dr. Atl being his pen name. 

The poetry determines the musical form, which is 

sectional and contains a returning A-section. Below, the 

poetry is marked with sectional changes in the music: 
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A La montana 
The Btoimtain 

joya de piedra y nieve 
jeMel of atone and snow 

B Levantada de los caminos 
Rising fron the roads 

sobre la aspereza^como un faro, 
over the harshnessiiice a beacon, 

maximo esfuerzo de la contracci6n 
greatest effort of the contraction 

mm.1-24 
ei^lores the 
sonorities of 
G and b 07 

mm.25-63 
ei^lores the 
sonorities o£ 
e and Bb, 
then returns 
to G and b a? 

A ' 

C 

La montana mm.64-72 
The mountain G "tiH b el 

Ola suprema de un mar de fuego 
Supreme wave of a sea of fire 

fuente ignea de fuego 
fountain ignited with fire 

helado manantial de vida 
ice flowing frcm life 

mm.73-108 
begins viith G 
and moves 
to E /e 

signo geometrico de la energia a sin nombre 
geanetric taark of the energy of no name 

Solemnidad indiferente y generosa 
Solemnity indifferent and generous 

dormida en el azul del cielo 
sleeping in the blue of the sky 

nutriz la leche que el sol derrama 
wet nurse the milk that the sun spills 

de tu pez6n inmaculado 
frcm your inwaacalate teat 

Vivifica la tierra 
Enliven the earth 

mm. 109-147 
ab minor 
sonorities 
move to dl3 
then to G7 

mm. 148-160 
e minor 

mm.161-185 
G major 

y tu altura es renovaci6n y paroxismal belleza 
and your height is renovation and beauty unbounded 

oh ergido seno de nuestra augusta madre 
oh, elevated breast of our august mother 

A" La montana 
joya de piedra y nieve 
La montana 

mm.186 
G and b e7 
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The opening statement of La montana is set in common 

time with strict quarter notes. The meter immediately 

changes in measure 2 to 7/8. The text of measure 2 remains 

the same as measure 1; however, Galindo seems to be 

metrically anticipating the next fragment of text to be 

set, that of, io'-va de oie'-dra (jewel of stone), which 

has a five syllable, asymmetric natural stress. 

Metrical changes occur throughout the work as 

determined by the text. These metrical changes facilitate 

proper word stress, and are particularly helpful to non-

Spanish speaking singers. Because Galindo paid close 

attention to the natural stress of the words, matching each 

phrase to an appropriate meter, the conductor and choir of 

La Montana can make use of the metrical changes to afford a 

more authentic approach to the diction. The natural 

cadence of the text can be rehearsed by using a metrical 

monotone, unpitched, or monochordal chant to isolate the 

two elements for the choir. This technique emphasizes the 

direct connection of text to meter, clarifying their 

correlation in the minds of the singers. 

At times, Galindo isolates certain key words by 

setting repetitions of the word and exploring the timbre, 

rhythm, and import of these individual words. For example, 

in the D-section, beginning at measure 109, the single word 
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solemnidad (solemnity) is repeated over a span of 14 

measures, nearly 7% of the complete work. This exploration 

of the word is placed in measure 109, a central point in 

the work's 209 measures. The size and placement of the 

segment indicates the importance of the word to Galindo's 

interpretation of the poetry and should imply a 

highlighting of the segment to the conductor. Possible 

methods of emphasizing these measures might include a 

breadth of tempo and a weightiness of tone in the longer 

rhythms. 

The first rhythmical setting of solemnidad is a 

syllabic pattern. The meter is common time. The tempo is 

slower. The even rhythm and long durations portray a 

solemn quality. However, Galindo inraiediately gives this 

individual word a new treatment in measure 111, setting it 

in a more melismatic, chant-like style, suggesting more 

religious interpretation of solemnidad. The two versions 

of solemnidad then appear together, sometimes in altered 

versions. In measure 120, solemnidad in its chant-like 

form appears by itself, but the composer syncopates the 

rhythms, varying them to the point of breaking the word 

into two syllable fragments which serves as his transition 

into the next fragment of text: indiferente v generosa 

(indifferent and generous). 
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In La Montana. Galindo uses ostinato. This procedure 

creates complexity of texture through the layering of 

motivic materials. The use of ostinato is a nationalistic 

trait adopted from the early native cultures described 

earlier. Although ostinati are sometimes found in each 

vocal line in La Montana, they most frequently appear in 

the bass voices, as if to imitate a percussion line in the 

Mexican indigenous music. Galindo used the same technique 

of a low-voiced ostinato nearly 30 years later in the 

partsong Ma va ve nican. but much more consistently. 

However, in La Montana, the percussive ostinato is more 

subtly employed. The fact that La Montana contains 

ostinati may indicate either a conscious tribute to 

Galindo's own musical heritage, or a subconscious inclusion 

of a frequently heard folk technique. 
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The first incidence of ostinato in this work appears 

in measure 2. In measures, the second ostinato is found 

in the baritone and bass lines. 

Soprano 

Alto 

Tenor 

Bass 

4 

I r 
•- I 
-.,,v I 
t) 

La 

I 

I ·- . 
ti 

La 

\I 
La 

• 
C'\it.e I 
-1• I 

I 

I 

La 

Allegro vivace J =120 

• • • • ,1 L. L. L. L. 
I r. ,.. r r r 
,-. V I I I I 
~ I I I 

Jj' La Mon ta iia 

rl I I I I 
I r. I I I I ,-. V ,J ,J ,J ,J 
~ -i -i -i -i 

JJ' • • . . 
La Mon ta iia 

.,,. .,,. .,,. .,,. 
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I ,. r r r r 
'-' I I I I 

~~ I I I I 

!ff La Mon ta iia 

C..o • - - -,. r. L. .,, V r r r 
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I I I I 
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r ; r I I 
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I 
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F 
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II I 

r" I 
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r I I 

I.I' I I ... 
I 
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In measure 8, Galindo adds a fragment of the first 

ostinato and combines the two patterns for the next seven 

measures. 

sop. I 

t.J 

sop. II ·: 
t.J 

alto ! 

~ 11· U-

jo ya 

alto II 
-·· 

~ 
OsL l fragment 

' I 

ji• u 

jo ya 

tenor I 
-; . :; 

.: 
\' I 

moota - iia 

l 

tenor II .: 
\' 

moo ta ii.a 
Oslinatoll 

r.. ~ ;- - . ... 
bari . / -I I I 

jo-ya de pie - dra jo ya 

I 
L"'\,. -

bass r - . -I I I I 
joyadepe - dra jo )'2 

Osliualoll 

·-· ·- TI 

4) ~ I 

Oslinatol 
jo - ya de pie - dra 

" 
~ v- ·---• 

la moo-ta 

I :-; 
4) v• ·---• 

la moo-ta 

" 
~ ;• • -i • ·---·. _ __ -e-

. '• r r,, . ~ 

JO · ya de pic - dra 

-
pie- dra 

jo - ya de pie - dra 

I 
la . 
la 

I 

I 

I 
moo-ta 

- . 
moo-ta 

Ostin.aloll 

---.., 
jo - ya de pie- dra 

I 

JO - ya de pie - dra 

Oslin.atoll 

~ 

jo - ya de pie - dra 

-- ----··----· iia 

; 

--1----•·---· 
iia 

i• • -i # * 
jo - ya de pie - dra 

~ -pie - dra 

:. 

iia --r-;---. ----

lia 

jo - ya de pie - dra 

I I 

Oslinatol 

--la moota iia 

la monta ii.a 

I I 

nie 

I I 
nie 

:; 

- • · 
nie 

. 
y nie 

I I 

nic 

I I 

-! -
nic 

nie 

nie 

,.. 
--"-
0 

C .., 
0 

_I,,/_ 

,. 
0 
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Galindo returns to the original material and original 

ostinati in the final section of this work, beginning in 

measure 183. This time he slightly alters the structure 

and recombined the patterns. 

figure 3 183-189 

Soprano 

Alto 

Tenor 

Bass 

La moo - ta - iia Ia mon - ta fi.a la mon - ta - iia 
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The conductor of La Montana should make special effort 

to clearly define the ostinati. Isolating them in early 

rehearsals from purely melodic elements will heighten the 

singers' awareness of their presence and function in the 

architecture of the work. The articulation of these 

ostinati should be carefully considered. Choosing two 

contrasting articulations for each ostinato (i.e. quasi-

marcato for the first and legato for the other) would draw 

the listeners' attention to their presence and would 

emphasize Galindo's treatment of them. 

Dos Corazones (1948) 

Dos Corazones is the simplest of the partsongs. It 

requires a four-part choir, contains no divsi, and is in a 

simple binary form.^® It begins as a strict round, each 

voice entering in succession, and in score order from 

soprano to bass. The canon is divided into two 8-measure 

periods, made up of two 4-measure phrases. Every 4 

measures, the next statement of the melody enters at the 

unison or octave. The B-section begins at measure 29 and 

is a homorhythmic structure. Even in this simple song, 

Galindo shows his penchant for changes of texture as a form 

of variation. The phrase structure, however, remains in 

The A section encompasses measure 1- 28 and the the B 
section begins at measure 29 and continues to the end at measure 46. 
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the same symmetrical scheme in which the canon was 

presented: two 8-measure periods, subdivided into two 4-

measure phrases. 

The most interesting feature of this work is the 

presence of constant sesouialtera. the alternation of 6/8 

and 3/4 meters. This feature alone makes Dos Corazones a 

relative of the folkloric son. Galindo marks the meter 

3/4, but uses ties to set up a metrical feeling of 

alternating 6/4 and 3/2 meters. Since the sesauialtera is 

constant throughout, the A-section's canon lines up amongst 

the successive entrances of the theme; that is to say, each 

voice has the same rhythmic figure simultaneously, although 

Galindo has chosen a polyphonic texture. 

This lining up of the sesauialtera gives the conductor 

an important choice in gesture pattern. The conductor 

could choose to keep a steady one-pattern throughout the 

work and allow the choir to execute the syncopation without 

emphasis in the pattern, or the conductor might choose to 

conduct a measure of 6/4 followed by a measure of 3/2 

throughout the work and highlight the sesauialtera with the 

gesture. The choice will have a definite effect on the 

performance of the sesauialtera. A constant one-pattern 

will tend to smooth out the syncopation, where the 

alternated gesture will encourage the choir to en^hasize 

the difference. A negative by-product of conducting the 
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sesQuialtera may be an uneven sense of the pulse and 

lateness on the part of the choir in arriving at the 

downbeat in the 6/4 bars. 

The conductor's choice of gesture lies in the 

character of the work, which is simple and with a definite 

similarity to the traditional son. Since the work is so 

characteristically nationalistic, the performance should 

seek to highlight the nationalistic traits in a proper 

performance practice. The sesguialtera in modern day 

Mexican sones is performed as if it were a real metrical 

change, not as if it is syncopation or the hemiola so 

frequently found in the Baroque era's cadential formulae. 

The justification for regarding sesguialtera as 

metrical change is in the syncopation that is placed over 

the sesguialtera in traditional sones. If the sesguialtera 

were regarded as the syncopation itself, there would be 

little need for additional rhythmic interest. In the 

following musical example, the metrical changes are shown 

as such to delineate the sesguialtera. Notice, however, 

the offbeat articulation of the bass line and the frequent 

ties in the vocal/melodic line. The resultant rhythmic 

texture is rather complex because it is comprised of 

syncopation in addition to metrical changes. 
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GW=~~; :
7

f f- j 1:G :, ;;~ F, ¥ i !: :, : ~ ~ 
D7 G 

~ joo de I" . p<I rn · b, pe - sa-

figure 4 

"La Negra" transcription courtesy of Mark Fogelquist. 

The conductor of Dos Corazones, keeping the 

performance practice of sesguialtera in mind, might then 

have only two choices: conducting the meter change or, if 

the choir has difficulty maintaining a consistent pulse, 

conducting the work in one but instructing the singers to 

articulate the quarter notes as if it were meter in three. 

Certainly, the needs of the choir should be taken into 

consideration when making this decision, but the needs of 

the music dictate that the sesguialtera be clearly defined 



as metrical changes. The alternating gesture is ideal. 

The choir that drags the pulse in the 3/2 bars could be 

helped by early rehearsals conducted in one, but with a 

return to the alternating 6/4-3/2 gesture in later 

rehearsals to facilitate proper performance of the 

sesquialtera. 
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Me gustas cuando callas (1948) 

Me gustas cuando callas is a setting of Chilean poet, 

Pablo Neruda's famous poem by the same name. Evidently, 

Galindo liked this work, because there is a setting for 

TTBB choir and an arrangement for string orchestra which 

Galindo created after the SATB version. 

The metrical scheme seems to be built in a manner that 

allows for a proper and lyrical declamation of text. As in 

La Montana, Galindo changes the meter continuously to 

facilitate proger syllabic stress. He places the accented 

syllables of the most important words on the first beat of 

a measure. 

Three phrases do not follow this pattern, that of y 

me oyes desde lejos (m. 5), y mi voz not te toea (m. 7) 

andy te pareces ala palabra melancolia (mm. 26-29). 

figure 5 mm.S-7 and 26-29 
poco pi~ n~ossD roll. 

,/' 

1

2£1 EJ EJ 12 r J ~""' o-yesdes-ae ; le - jos, 

c) '· 1 mta -ma, 
I I 

y te pa-re-ces 

,;-

(mpJ 

Lento 
.PP 

li r r r 
y mi vc2 

-

u 12 r J 
no te I to - . ca. 

a la pa ._ la-bra me-l:an-cq - 1i - a. Me 

l • 

Pa 
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In measure 5, Galindo places the word y. (and) on the 

strong beat instead of the verb oves (you hear). However, 

he emphasizes the word leios (far) with longer note values 

which tends to negate the strong metrical pulse on the 

conjunction (Y.) • The following phrase, v mi voz no te 

toca, is constructed in the same way and uses much of the 

same musical material, notably the soprano melody. 

In measures 26-29,the text is placed within the meter 

so that the preposition a (to) is placed on a downbeat. 

Once again, this is a deceptive place in the score. The 

beginning of the phrase has the effect of a long anacrusis, 

which appears, at first glance, to lead to the preposition. 

However, the motion of the phrase is not truly complete 

until it reaches the long note values placed on the word 

melancolia (melancholy) with a secondary accent on the word 

palabra (word). There is a tertiary accent on the 

preposition a because of the longer note value assigned to 

it and its place on the downbeat of measure 27. This adds 

a drawn-out quality to the phrase, as if the speaker were 

creating the thought at the moment. This effect is 

heightened by the eighth rest in measure 28, prior to the 

final word of the phrase. 

Galindo uses eighth note values and frequent tempo 

changes to propel the phrase forward. The work is marked 
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Lento, with a quarter note value of 60 beats per minute. 

Poco piu mosso sections occur throughout the work and 

contain more eighth notes than in the Lento sections. This 

continuous shifting of tempo suggests that the composer's 

intention may be for a more elastic sense of tempo as a 

written-out rubato. 

The form of the piece is ABA'.l9 The phrase structure 

consists of 2-3 measure phrases which are repeated once on 

new text before the new musical material is introduced. 

figure 6 mm. 1-5 

Lento J= SO 

.P -.. - -
.., 

'Mt gus- bs cu~m-do c:a -llas I t, I 
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,.. p -
4] Me . ., . -

~us- tas c::uan-do C4J -llas :por-1!U4t,H - tas co-m12,.au sen-te, 

.. p ,....., -
~ 

, - I .1 

Me tus- t~ cuan-do a -llas por-~- tis co-moau -sm.-te. 
~-1 -~ .P -

at -11as por-qu~ - Us co-m~u-sen-te. 

Although the phrases are short, the conductor should 

avoid a disjointed interpretation. These short phrases are 

connected poetically and musically and therefore should 

19 The A section is mm. 1-18 , the B-section is mm. 19-29, and 
the A' is mm.30 to the end. 
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flow one into the next in terms of musical energy. The 

tempo shifts marked in the score by the composer can be 

used as a vehicle to achieve this desired musical flow. 

In addition, with the use of tempo nuance at the juncture 

of phrases along with careful attention to breath markings, 

the conductor can encourage a sense of elision, and 

therefore greater flow. 

Although at first glance Me austas cuando callas seems 

to have little inclusion of Mexican nationalistic 

characteristics; upon further study, a number of pre-

cortesian traits are apparent. The freedom of rhythm, 

constantly shifting meters and short melodic phrases are 

borrowed traits from the music of the Huichol tribe of 

Jalisco, as collected by Lumholtz. 

The texture of Me austas is essentially a soprano 

melody accompanied by the other three voices. The texture 

of the three lower voices, however, changes frequently, 

from homorhythmic, to sustained accompanimental chords, 

to simple counterpoint, which in measures 19-22 becomes 

briefly imitative to illustrate the text emerges de las 

cosas (you emerge from the things). Encouragement to the 

sopranos to assume a more soloistic role in Me austas 

cuando callas will heighten the performance of this work. 
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The harmonic language is tonal but not entirely 

functional. Although tonality is established by use of the 

tonic-dominant relationship, the other chords seem to be 

chosen for color rather than function. The work is 

centered around the key of a-minor, with a brief excursion 

to the relative major of c Major. Galindo uses the tonic-

dominant relationship to link the short phrases together by 

rarely ending the fragments on a tonic sonority, thus 

avoiding a sense of completion in the cadences. In fact, 

the work ends on the dominant sonority. 

figure 7 

harmonic analysis of Me austas cuando callas 

1 2 3 4 
bmm^ ani5 GMin4 

5 3 
stacked am bmM4 bmMs am6 GMmg bmMg EMg 
4ths 3 5 5 5 
(fbea) 

5 6 7 8 9-12 
dm5 em^ain dm F^MM4 ''®9 3m6 GM6 FMgdmm? 

3 4 " 
exact repeat 
of mm. 1-4 

13 14 15 16 17 18 
am GM FM GM GMjj CM dmmv ®™11 dnim^ em 

5 

19-21 22 23 24-25 26 27 
GM em CM dm FMM7 GMmy CM dm (no 3rd) 

28 29 30 31 32 33 
CM GM bmMg stacked bmM^ bmM^ bmM5 am GMm dmg EM6 

5 4ths 5 5 5 
(fbe) 
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Para mi cora26n basta tu pecho fl948) 

Para mi cora26n basta -tu pecho is also written on a 

poem by Pablo Neruda but has a different character than Me 

Qustas cuando callas. Unlike Me oustas cuando callas. the 

rhythmic and metrical elements of the first section are 

highly influenced by the Mexican son. Sesquialtera is not 

present in its purest form of alternation between meter in 

6 and meter in 3, but a variation of this idea of duple and 

triple groupings in alternation exists throughout the work. 

As in the other works, Galindo changes meter nearly every 

measure, however, in Para mi coraz6n, the alternation of 

meter occurs more regularly. 

In measure 1, the meter is 3/4; measures 2-3 contain 

duple groupings (2/4, 4/4) followed by two asymmetrical 

measures (5/8, 7/8) which contain triple groupings of the 

beat. The alternations of duple and triple meter provide a 

loose but clear connection to the sesquialtera of the 

Mexican son. 

The form is ABA. The work begins with a fast A 

section, breaking dramatically into a lyrical Lento 

B-section and returning to the A-section material, in the 

form of a da capo. The tempo and chciracter change are 

again determined by the text. The first eight lines 

contain the following words: wings, liberty, heavens. 
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illusion, dew, flight, and waves. This portion of the text 

is set in a lively character with a tempo marked Vivo and 

an indication of 138 quarter notes per minute. 

measures 1-5 
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When the poetry changes to include the descriptive 

words, wind, pines, old woman, taciturn, sadden, and 

nostalgic voices, Galindo suddenly changes the tempo, 

texture, and melodic character to match the meaning of the 

text. The B-section of Para mi coraz6n is lyrical, marked 

Lento. 60 quarter notes per minute, and contains longer 

melodic phrases. The melancholy character of this section 

is similar to that of Me oustas cuando callas and therefore 

contain similar elements of pre-cortesian music, such as 

free rhythms and mixed meters. 

The B-section begins with imitative counterpoint 

between sopranos and tenors. The melodic material is 

exposed, especially in light of the full chord that ends 

the A-section. The counterpoint,however, is immediately 

replaced by a chordal accompaniment of long rhythms at 

measure 30. 
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figure 9 mm. 26-35 
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At measures 36 and 43, Galindo employs short episodes 

of chant-like unison singing. This creates a stark 

atmosphere and highlights the text "and you sadden quickly, 

and you people with echoes." Unison singing is a unifying 

element of the form. Galindo uses it first in the 

A-section in measures 4 and 5, then in measures 25-26 the 

soli soprano line can be considered unison singing, and 

finally, measures 36 and 43. The use of melody without 

harmony, an Aztec trait, may again be considered an 

intentional borrowing, or simply a texture choice by 

Galindo. 

Coraz6n Disperso (1950) 

Coraz6n disperse was written in 1950, two years after 

Para mi coraz6n basta tu pecho. and bears a striking 

resemblance to it in its formal construction. It is also a 

ternary form with fast A-sections and a slow and lyrical 

B-section. However, the A-sections are more clearly 

related to the Mexican son than Para mi coraz6n. There is 

also the apparent influence of the MichoacSn zorzico. 

The sesQuialtera in Coraz6n disperse contains written 

out metrical changes. The refrain A salto de mata v 

siempre... (measures 1-12) found in the next musical 

example appears in alternating 5/8 and 3/4. A 3/8 measure 

is added to the end of the first phrase and interpolated 
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throughout the codetta that ends the refrain at measures 

8-12. The interpolations of 3/8 give the sense of 

incomplete measures, which are found occasionally in the 

son. 

The 5/8 measures might be regarded as shortened 6/8 

measures; however, they may also be interpreted as an 

inclusion of the zorzico type of sesauialtera common in 

MichoacSn. In either analysis, the alternation of triple 

and duple subdivision is a highly nationalistic trait. The 

5/8 measures are a conscious metrical choice of Galindo and 

not determined by the text. In order to fit the text into 

a 5/8 meter, Galindo elided syllables that could have been 

placed syllabically in a 6/8 measure. Note in figure 10, 

however, that the text stress is not disturbed by the 

elision and consequent 5/8 meter. 
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figure 10 nun. 1-12 
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In measures 13-30, the verse is explored in a 6/8 -

3/4 alternation, borrowing from the more traditional son. 

The fast tempo and strong rhythmic character of the 

A-section highlight the text which deals with an 

allegorical chasing of one's own heart as it experiences 

emotional life. As in Para mi coraz6n, Galindo halts the 

rhythmic drive and alters tempo, texture, harmony, rhythm, 

and melody to express a more somber text. The B-section 

begins with the text Pasaste de mano en mano (You passed 

from hand to hand your greediness and emotion). Galindo 

paints the section with imitative counterpoint and harmonic 

suspensions. 

Like Para mi coraz6n, the B-section of Coraz6n 

disperso has more pre-cortesian musical traits than mestizo 

traits. Although the meter does not change in Cora26n 

disperso as frequently as in Me oustas, the tempo changes 

indicate a sense of freedom and rubato that are present in 

the Huichol Indian transcriptions of Lumholtz. 

Much can be made of Galindo's expressive text 

painting. For example, in Coraz6n disperse, the faster 

sections which refer to the running heart (corriendo a tu 

zaoa coraz6n) should have sense of forward motion. The 

faster tempo may also be highlighted with a subtle 

breathless quality. The interspersed 5/8 measures imply 
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this character, appearing as if they were foreshortened 

measures of 6/8 meter, as does the frequent repetition of 

fragments of text. As described earlier, when the tempo 

changes in measure 73 with the text Pasaste de mano en 

mano, Galindo immediately employs a clear painting of the 

text "you passed from hand to hand" by passing the melody 

from voice to voice. At measure 100, when the allegorical 

heart finally joins its owner "in peace and alone with me" 

Galindo chose to have the choir sing in unison. The active 

words in each case "pass" and "alone" can be highlighted 

with tenuto accents and a heightened attention given to the 

consonants of each word. 

figure 11 mm. 73-76 and nun. 100-103 
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Ma Ya Ye Nican (1974) 

In 1974, Bias Galindo wrote a four-part choral work on 

a Nahu^tl (Aztec) text entitled Ma va ve nican. It is 

unique in Galindo's output in that it is written in an 

entirely pre-cortesian style, except for the inclusion of 

harmony. The scale used is pentatonic, the meter is an 

unbroken 3/8 throughout, and the foinn is modified strophic. 

Three strophes are presented: the first is presented by 

the sopranos, the second strophe is a lower-pitched 

variation of the melody presented by the altos, and the 

third strophe combines the soprano and alto melodies. 

The principal melody is a descending line which 

includes quadruplets over the texture of the constant 3/8 

meter. The resultant free-sounding rhythm is a direct 

imitation of the Huichol music of Galindo's native Jalisco. 

The cross rhythms created by the three-against-four texture 

lend complexity and interest to the otherwise simplistic 

character of this work. 

The phrase structure is repetitive, as one would 

expect in this style, given its aboriginal inspiration. 

There are five short musical phrases in each strophe, each 

repeated with new text before progressing to the next. 
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One of the most Mexican indigenous traits of Ma va ve 

nican is that the tenors and basses sing a continuous two-

measure ostinato throughout the entire work. The ostinato 

in pitch only occasionally to accommodate the 

melody. The ostinato functions as a percussion line in the 

texture of the work as well as a primitive harmonic base 

over which the melody is placed. The two voices are 

usually found in parallel 4ths or 5ths, a characteristic 

which also contributes to the aboriginal sound of Ma va ye 

nican. 

figure 12 mm. 28-33 
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The repetition in Ma va ve nican makes it problematic 

in rehearsal, as well as in the concert hall. As was 

explained, the use of repetition in the Mexican indigenous 

music was seen as an asset to the ritualistic purpose of 

music in early society. Western ears may require 

assistance in appreciating the texture of this work. The 
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singers should be directed to listen carefully to the 

cross-rhythms created by the melodic quadruplets over the 

ostinato. In order to avoid tedium for tenors cind basses, 

the sopranos and altos should learn their melodies in 

sectional or outside of the tutti rehearsal. The basses 

and tenors should pay close attention to the subtle changes 

in the ostinato as it progresses. 

The tempo is of utmost importance. Galindo designates 

the eighth note equal to 60 beats per minute in this 

manuscript. A lugubrious tempo will make the ostinato drag 

and hinder the melodic freedom of the sopranos and altos. 

If the conductor chooses a tempo much faster than 

indicated, the ritualistic quality of the work will be 

lost, and the solemnity of the work imperiled. 

The treatment of the ostinato also presents problems. 

Because of its imitation of a percussion line, and drone

like quality, the conductor should keep the ostinato almost 

entirely in the background dynamically and with regard to 

articulation. Remembering that mistakes in ritualistic 

music were punishable by death by the ancients, the 

ostinato is to be kept very steady. This allows the cross-

rhythms to be created more clearly when the melody contains 

quadruplets. These cross-rhythms need no more emphasis 
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from the ostinato, otherwise the sense of rhythmic freedom 

in the melody will be compromised. 

The melody must embody a sense of rhythmic freedom, 

according to the style traits of pre-cortesian music, but 

the ostinato must remain solid and unchanging. This can 

occur only if the conductor chooses a one-pattern or some 

form of the three pattern, such as a melded gesture, where 

beat 2 contains very little ictus. 

figure 13 a 

X-

traditional three-pattern melded three-pattern 

If Ma va ve nican is conducted using a traditional 

three-pattern, no such rubato can occur. That is to say, 

if rubato is shown using a three-pattern, it will 

necessarily affect the steadiness of the ostinato. The 

one-pattern gives the dovmbeat as the point of reference 

for the ostinato, and allows the conductor room to show 

nuances in the rebound for shaping the melody. The 

occasional insertion of a melded three-pattern can afford 
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the conductor more control at desired points, (i.e. 

cadences). 

Que te ha dado esa muier (1985) 

Que te ha dado esa muier is a folk tune arrangement 

that Galindo wrote late in his career. It is set for four-

part mixed choir, with occasional divisions in each voice 

part. 

Aside from the occasional use of chromaticism, the 

harmonic structure is simple. This work is unlike the 

earlier partsongs which borrow heavily from Mexican mestizo 

and indigenous rhythms and melodic elements, but use 

harmonies that are more progressive and unique. The more 

simple approach to harmony in Cue te ha dado allows space 

for the composer to create interest via musical textures 

and theme development. 

Que te ha dado esa muier is an interesting study in 

texture. The melodic elements are rather repetitive in 

this song, and Galindo has chosen to vary the texture to 

create interest. He employs imitative counterpoint, paired 

voicing, ostinato, and homorhythm in order to explore the 

possibilities of the melody. 

Galindo uses five melodic fragments as the basis of 

his arrangement. Each fragment is between one and three 
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measures in length. He utilizes these short fragments as 

if they were motives in the development section of a 

sonata-allegro form. This comes as no surprise given 

Galindo's numerous works for orchestra. The following is a 

thematic analysis of Que te ha dado esa muier; 

meas. 

meas. 

meas. 

meas. 

meas. 

meas. 

meas. 
meas. 
meas. 

meas. 

meas. 

1-4 

5-6 

7-12 

13-16 

17-18 

19-21 

22-23 
24-26 
27-28 

29-32 

33-36 

meas. 36-39 

meas. 40-43 

meas. 44-47 

meas. 48-49 

meas. 50-52 

figure 14 

introductory theme I 
SATB homorhythmic 

introductory theme II 
ATB ostinato-like figure 

melodic theme I 
paired voices SA/TB in thirds 
imitative counterpoint 

melodic theme II 
SATB homorhythmic 

melodic theme I 
imitative counterpoint A/T 

melodic theme II 
TB in thirds 
SA accompanimental figure 

short transition 
melodic theme II 
introductory theme II 

presented in the alto line with 
its inversion in the tenor line 

introductory theme I 
SATB homorhythmic 

melodic theme III 
SAT in imitative counterpoint 
with B 

introductory theme II 
in inversion and used as ostinato 

melodic theme I 
SA imitative counterpoint 

melodic theme II 
homorhythmic ST in thirds 
A has an accompanimental figure 

introductory theme I 
varied with chromaticism and 
altered accompanimental rhythms 

melodic theme III 
BT in thirds 
SA have accompanimental figure 

melodic theme I 
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ST in imitative counterpoint 

meas. 53-57 

meas. 
meas. 

meas. 
meas. 
meas. 
meas. 
meas. 
meas. 

meas. 

meas. 

55-57 
58-61 

62-71 
72 
73-76 
77-79 
80-82 
83-86 

87-88 

89-94 

meas. 95-99 

meas. 100-102 

meas. 103-106 

meas. 107-108 
meas. 109-111 

meas. 112-115 

meas. 116-125 

introductory theme II in inversion 
in TB as ostinato 

melodic theme I SA in thirds 
melodic theme II 

SATB homorhythmic 
alteration of introductory theme I 
melodic theme I 
melodic theme II 
introductory theme I 
melodic theme III 
melodic theme I 

SAT imitative counterpoint 
chromaticism 

introductory theme II 
melody passed from S to A 

melodic theme I 
paired voices in thirds SA/TB 
imitative counterpoint 

melodic theme II 
TB in thirds 
SA accompanimental figure in 
sixths 

melodic theme II 
SATB homorhythmic 

introductory theme I 
chromatic and rhythmic alteration 

melodic theme III 
melodic theme I 

SAB imitative counterpoint 
introductory theme II inverted 

used as an ostinato 
melodic theme II 

ST in sixths 
A has accon^animental figure 

introductory theme I 
SATB homorhythmic 

Galindo's development of themes shows a mature and 

skilled composer. Very rarely is a theme presented in the 

same exact texture as in previous statements, and the order 

of the thematic fragments is changed throughout the work. 
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One of Galindo's longest partsongs. Que te ha dado esa 

muier is about nine minutes long. Care should be taken to 

emphasize the variety of settings Galindo gives the five 

main melodic fragments. Galindo changes the tempo to Lento 

each time introductory theme I appecirs, giving the director 

opportunity to add interest to each repeat. In addition, 

voice pairings in the contrapuntal sections, chromaticism, 

accompanimental figure and dynamic nuances might all be 

used to elevate the thematic variations that Galindo has 

provided in Que te ha dado esa muier. 
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VIII. Summary and Conclusions 

Bias Galindo Dimas was composing at the height of the 

Mexican Nationalist era. His partsongs show strong 

influences of both pre-cortesian and mestizo music, 

especially with regard to meter, rhytlimic structure, and 

melody. It is not surprising that Galindo chose these 

particular elements to borrow from Mexican folk music, for 

it is precisely meter, rhythm, and melody that are unique 

in the original forms. 

In most of his works, it is through the harmony that 

Galindo creates a marriage between the indigenous Mexican 

style and that of the Western twentieth century. The 

essentially tonal approach to harmony is immediately 

accessible to audience and choir, while the non-functioning 

sonorities give the color and progressive style that marks 

twentieth century Western cirt music. 

The text is extremely important to Galindo. He had an 

unfailing sensitivity to proper text declamation, shifting 

meter to allow for the natural cadence of the Spanish 

language. His frequent text painting suggests that the 

conductor and choir should be sensitive to the proper 

pronunciation and correct meaning of the text. 
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The tessitura poses a problem for conductor and singer 

in most of Galindo's partsongs. The tessitura of the 

soprano line lies constantly around the area of the 

passaggio at e2. This characteristic, combined with the 

frequently exposed, soloistic lines given to the sopranos, 

creates a hindrance to the fine performance of these works. 

The conductor must be sensitive to the vocal demands this 

difficulty places on the sopranos. The director should 

monitor their tone production, listening for excessive 

tension and fatigue, and offer suggestions to ease the 

transition back and forth over the passaggio. 

During prolonged singing near the pitch area of the 

passaggio, the conductor should avoid labored conducting 

gestures, which would visually imply force, pressure, or 

over-application of energy. These visual cues will create 

a kinesthetic mood in the singers that is counter

productive to the necessary sense of lyrical, smooth 

support essential for traversing the passaggio area. This 

is not to imply that the gesture should be lifeless or 

lacking in musicality. On the contrary, a sense of even, 

flowing energy might encourage the singers to approach 

these areas of difficulty with full abdominal breath 

support. One may argue that the lyric gesture is required 

of the choral conductor at all times. It is certainly an 
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asset when dealing with vocal problems within a score such 

as Galindo's. 

The problem of tessitura in the soprano line, however, 

should not deter a conductor from programming Galindo's 

works. Should the problem become a detriment to the 

singers' vocal health, the conductor may consider 

transposing the key center since the works are a cappella. 

Except for the large choir required by La Montana, the 

partsongs of Galindo are easily, and possibly more 

appropriately, performed as chamber music by a smaller 

choir. The personal and rather intimate nature of the 

poetry suggests this as well. It is not that the larger 

choir should not attempt the partsongs, but simply that the 

ideal choral medium may be the small to medium-sized 

chamber choir. The large choir perfoming these works 

should strive for a mood of intimacy that suggests chamber 

music. 

The slow sections and some of the brisk sections of 

Para mi coraz6n. Coraz6n disperse. Para mi coraz6n basta tu 

pecho. as well as Me austas cuando callas. incorporate 

certain 16th century madrigal style traits. Text painting, 

contrapuntal textures and sectional construction of form 

based upon text are characteristic features found in 

Galindo's choral works. The inclusion of polyphony and 
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imitative counterpoint indicate articulation and timbre 

considerations for the conductor. 

As was described earlier, Italian opera strongly-

influenced the Mexican ideal of vocal tone. The clarity 

in polyphony, however, is often achieved when the choir 

utilizes a smooth and effortless articulation and a less 

highly colored choral tone. 

The resolution of this style conflict lies in the 

character of Galindo's works. Galindo combines the style 

traditions of several musical eras and cultures with the 

ideals of the twentieth century. The melodies in the slow 

segments have an implied Romantic era rubato which is 

sometimes indicated by the composer. The highly sectional 

nature of Galindo's form suggests that dramatic changes in 

texture, tempo, and style can and ought to include dramatic 

shifts of articulation and choral tone. The rubato and 

romantic melodic leaps of some of the melodies indicate 

that tone and style should never exactly imitate that of 

the 16th century. The imitative counterpoint and text 

painting, however, indicate a clear suggestion to employ 

the 16th century performance practice. 

Since Galindo has combined various style traits in his 

works, the conductor should combine timbre concepts in 

choosing the appropriate choral tone. The conductor may 
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consider a fuller-sounding version of the early music sound 

to accommodate the operatic tradition of Mexico and give 

warmth to the expressive elements of Galindo's melodies, 

while allowing the clarity of an effortless homogeneous 

choral tone to delineate the counterpoint. 



APPENDIX A 

Translations: 

La montana 
The mountain 

joya de piedra y nieve 
jewel of stone and snow 

Levantada de los caminos sobre la aspereza 
Rising from the roads over the harshness 

como un faro, 
like a beacon, 

maximo esfuerzo de la contracci6n 
greatest effort of the contraction 

La montana 
The mountain 

Ola suprema de un mar de fuego 
Supreme wave of a sea of fire 

fuente ignea de fuego 
fountain ignited with fire 

helado manantial de vida 
ice flowing from life 

signo geometrico de la energia a sin nombre 
geometric mark of the energy of no name 

Solemnidad indiferente y generosa 
Solemnity indifferent and generous 

dormida en el azul del ciel 
sleeping in the blue of the sky 

nutriz la leche que el sol derrama 
wet nurse the milk that the sun spills 

de tu pezfin inmaculado 
from your immaculate teat 

Vivifica la tierra 
Enliven the earth 



y tu altura es renovaci6n y paroxismal belleza 
and your height is renovation and beauty unbounded 

oh ergido seno de nuestra augusta madre 
oh, elevated breast of our august mother 

Dos corazones heridos 
Two hearts wounded 

puestos en una balanza 
placed in a scale 

el uno pide justica 
the one asks justice 

el otro pide venganza 
the other asks vengance 

Y el cora26n m^s herido 
and the heart most wounded 

s61o con llorar descansa 
only with crying rests. 

Para mi coraz6n basta tu pecho, 
for my heart, your bosom is enough 

para tu libertad bastan mis alas! 
for your liberty my wings suffice. 

Desde mi boca llegarS hasta el cielo 
from my mouth will arrive in heaven 

lo que estaba dormido sobre tu alma 
that which was sleeping in your soul. 

Es en ti la ilusi6n de cada dia. 
It is in you the illusion of each day, 

llegas como el rocio a las corolas 
you arrive like the dew on the sepals 

socabas el horizonte con tu ausencia 
you squeeze the horizon with your absence 

eternamente en fuga. como la ola! 
eternally in flight like the the wave I 



he dicho que cantabas en el viento 
I have said that you used to sing in the wind 

coma los pinos y como los m^stiles 
like the pines and like the masts 

como ellos eres alta y taciturna 
like them you are tall and taciturn 

y entristeces de pronto como una vieja 
and you sadden quickly like an old woman 

Acogedora como un viejo camino 
You are a welcomer like an old road 

te pueblan ecos y voces nost^lgicas. 
they populate in you echoes and nostalgic voices 

yo despert^ y a veces emigran y huyen 
I awoke and at times they migrated and fled 

pSjaros que dormian sobre tu alma 
birds that slept over your soul 

Me qustas cuando callas 
I like you when you are silent 

porque estSs como ausente 
because you are as if absent 

y me oyes desde lejos, 
and you hear me from afar, 

y mi voz no te toca. 
and my voice does not touch you. 

Parece que los ojos se te hubieran volado 
It seems/looks like your eyes have flown 

y parece que un beso te cerrara la boca. 
and it seems that a kiss closes your mouth. 

Como todas las cosas, est^n llenas de mi alma 
Like all things, they are full of my soul 

emerges de las cosas 
you emerge from the things 
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llena del alma mla. 
full of my soul. 

Mariposa de sueno, te pareces a mi alma, 
Butterfly of dream, you are like my soul, 

y te pareces a la palabra melancolla. 
and you are like the melancoly word. 

Me gustas cuando callas y estSs como distante 
I like you when you are silent and are as if distant 

Coraz6n disperso 
Heart dispersed 

A salto de mata y siempre 
Come out of hiding and always 

busc^ndote coraz6n! 
I look for you, hearti 

Te escapas de noche y dla. 
You escape night and day, 

con la luna o con el sol. 
with the moon or with the sun. 

tQue afSn de huir y perderte. 
What a task to flee and lose you, 

que ansia de correr en posl 
what anguish to run behind! 

Cuando nino, de la nube, mSs tarde, de la canci6n; 
When I was young, of the cloud, later of the song; 

de joven, de seno en seno, y hoy entre amor y dolor 
of youth, of bosom to bosom, and today between love and 
pain 

ya sin saber lo que quires ni si has de volver o no! 
already without knowing what you want nor if you have 
returned or not I 

Huyes a campo traviesa, sordo al eco de mi voz. 
You fled across the countryside, deaf to the echo of my 
voice. 
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como pfijaro de fuego sin rumbo ni direcci6n. 
like a bird of fire without bearing or direction. 

Tres veces te encontr6 herido entrana paritida en dosi 
Three times I found you wounded insides divided in two I 

y tres en sangre, juraste no laSs dejar la prisifin; 
and three [times] in blood you swore to yourself no more 
to leave the prison; 

pero sigues siendo el mismo embrujado explorador de 
but you continue feeling the same bewitched explorer of 

tierras que tu sonaste, de mundos que nadie vi6. 
lands that you dreamed of , of worlds that no one saw. 

Y yo, corriendo, corriendo a tu zaga, corazfin! 
and I, running, running behind you, heart I 

Pasaste de itiano en mano tu avidez y tu emoci6n; 
You pass from hand to hand your greediness and your 
emotion; 

amaste tanto y tan hondo, que hoy eres llama de amor; 
you loved so much and so deeply, that today you are the 
flame of love; 

sufriste y lloraste tanto, que el llanto se te sec6; 
you suffered and cried so much, that the cry dried you up; 

y amando y sufriendo sigues, entrana partida en dosi 
and loving and suffering you continue, insides divided in 
two I 

CuSndo volverfis de nuevo ya sin fiebre de evasion; 
When you will return again already without the fever of 
escape; 

CuSndo dejarSs de todo en pos; 
When you will leave everything behind; 

Cudndo latirSs contrito oyendo tu propio son! 
When you will beat contrite hearing your own songl 

CuSndo con la mano al pecho habr6 de sentirte yo 
When with hand over your breast I will feel you to be 

en paz a solas conmigo,coraz6n. 
in peace already alone with me, heart. 



A salto de mata y siempre busclndote coraz6nI 
Come out of hiding and always I look for you heart I 

Que te ha dado esa muier 
that have you have been given that woman 

Querido amigo 
dear friend 

qu6 te ha dado esa mujer 
that have you have been given that woman 

que te tiene tan engreldo 
that you have such conciet 

yo no s6 lo que me ha dado 
I do not know that which you gave me 

cada que la veo venir 
each [time] that I see her come 

se agachay se va de lado querido amigo 
she cowers f she goes to the side 

ese amor no puede ser 
that love cannot be 

hace cuatro o cinco dias que no la miro 
for four or five days I do not see her 

sentadadita en su ventana 
seated at her window 

lo que no te digo hoy 
what I do not tell you today, 

ahl te lo dir6 manana querido amigo 
there I will tell you tomorrow dear friend 

mSs valla mejor morir 
it would be better to die. 
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APPENDIX B 
List of Extant A cappella Choral Works^o 

El Abandonado (1958) 
•Alerta companeros de trabajo (1936) 
Arrullo (1945) 
Canci6n de cuna (1958) 
Caporal (1935) 
La chinita maderista (1958) 
Coraz6n disperso SATB (1950) 
Coraz6n disperso TTBB (1950) 
Dos Corazones (1948) 
En ti la tierra canta (1943) 
La fratemidad (from the cantata Homenaie a Juarez) (1957) 
Hermosa flor de pitaya (1958) 
Ma ye ya nican (1974) 
•Madre mia (1944) 
Me gustas cuando callas (1948) 
La montana (1945) 
•Pajarito corpulento (1943) 
Pajarito traidor (1985) 
Paloma ide d6nde vienes? (1958) 
Para mi coraz6n basta tu pecho (1948) 
•Pasan los heroes (1945) 
La paz (1958) 
Que te ha dado esa mujer (1985) 
Romance del coraz6n errabundo (1955) 
Rosa de castilla en rama (1958) 
Son los ojitos (1958) 
*Uno es mi fruto (1945) 
*Voz mla, canta, canta (1946) 
Y d6jame llorar (1958) 

•Indicates a song intended for school use. 

^^Xochiquetzal Ruiz Ortiz, Bias Galindo; Bioarafla, Antoloaia 
de Textog v Catiloao (Mexico, D.F.; CENIDIM, 1994); 192-3. 
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